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THE NEGLECTED URBAN SPACE 
ABSTRACT 
For an analytical study from cell to atom it is essential to study the 
bond between atoms for a sure realization of criticality, where as for an 
example water holds its all unique characters from the origin of life towards 
well being of the being, because of its inter atomic bonds; the nature of 
attachments in between two atoms; the hydrogen bond. Likewise when 
considering an analytical study about urban environment especially in urban 
fabric; its existence and disregard with the human attachments and 
behavioural patterns. It would be interesting to investigate an elementary 
feature that will hold the character, comfort and fantasy of urban environment. 
Pockets, alleyways, squares, edges and comers etc. could be found, as 
elements of urban environment. Urban pockets alleyways and urban pollution 
has been previously discussed. But comers: spaces have been neglected as 
. an under layered elementary feature to other aspect. It acts a major role with 
regard to urban pollution such as garbage points, unethical service generating 
points etc. likewise not only the materialistic pollution, but also attitudinal 
pollution occur parallely with the rapid advancement of urbanization. Even the 
attachment to adjoined land and ongoing streets is seems to be neglected. 
Likewise abandoned comers exist unknowingly at the in between spaces of 
the built structures. Hence this study mainly focus on external comer spaces, 
its quantitative and qualitative attributes to maintain it as a positive space, and 
its potentiality to become a negative space. 
Corner is simply an engagement of two adjoining planes. This may exist 
vertically or horizontally, the characters of marrying surfaces will govern the 
character of the newborn space: the comer space. When this occurs with the 
engagement of exterior surfaces of the same building or with the allocation of 
adjoin buildings, the comer space would be named as exterior and 
extroverted corner space. Like wise at the same manner introverted and 
interior comer may exist. The basic generator of corner space may act 
1 
positively as well as negatively. However, Bachalard's, (1969) explains the 
introverted comer (the corner existing within the houses and neighbourhood 
units) as a "negation of the universe" because it most commonly 
accommodate once isolated mind set and contracted set of thoughts with its 
characterise darkness and safety hiding places physically. But on the other 
hand it is an excellent observatory point as well as a place of generating new 
thoughts and timeless intimate meeting place with limited attachments. 
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OBSERVATION 
With the rapid urbanization and city development neglected urban 
spaces have been left as result of urban oppression, pollution..., etc. Most of 
the disregarded urban spaces have become negative destructive places as 
• Major garbage points 
• Spaces of crime occurrence 
• Places of vandalism. 
• Places of generating in human generic patterns & political 
violence. 
Above stated problems mostly emerges within the urban fabric infill. 
(Within the ill-treated wounds in between object buildings.). Shanty dwellings 
and squatter settlements are widely spreading with the above stated negative 
points. Disasters and danger occur mostly because of prevailing nobody's 
land. So the nobody's land has to be every body's land. Phenomenology 
of comer is being selected as a theoretical explanation to engrave the sense 
of Belonging towards the urban fabric. 
CRITICALITY 
When considering a historical overview and cross-cultural survey, 
concept of corner is being used in several meanings with the cultural 
variations and time factor. Above all social aspect of it changes from 
introverted space (house .), to extroverted space (urban fabric ) when 
considering social hierarchy. 
• " cwSecS ©a> t$£? " - Socially disregarded or 
never come into Limelight 
• "®€> ©cafe}®" - For goods kept in safety. 
• • "SO ©5«53®"- For a girl limiting the attachments with 
opposite sex and culture the feminine attitudes onwards. 
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Social impact of corner presence is discussed even in folk songs: 
CDC&ecD 6a> &S)a<£ c p g © © ' © ( ^ 
q®cd<S 5 0 ®© cpq> O© ©®'@®' 
®Sfi>a>05 © c £ fi©<30> ©C©'®©' 
&©<2 q>«i5 g>0 ctcdcd) @§)©*e©' 
"A women wearing a blue sapphire on the necklace whilst rubbing the 
tree lines on her neck said "though the fortune of a women lies in the corner 
of the winowingfan at times it tend to hang on decaying branches of a tree"" 
The three lines on the neck of a woman used to be considered as a 
sign of prosperity and blue sapphire on the necklace shows the wealth. 
Corner of the winnowing fan is the place where heavy (values) gathers 
departed from light (impurities). Decaying branch is something that tends to 
be lost forever. In above verse sometimes "kunu mulla (where wastes gather 
and allow values to be hidden)" is used instead of kulu mulla. According to 
these social terms how ever corners has been identified as places where 
' treasures are hidden to be discovered or to be discarded. 
Though this relates to comers inside the house when differentiating the comer 
spaces from indoors to out door, corners nooks and edges have been left as 
nobody's land, mostly because of the oblivious placement of built structures 
and secondary adding features to the built fabric. But the future potential also 
lies in the same track as the oblivious urbanisation to be dealt with 
underground rails etc. Overall darkness, dark corners and nooks, un 
acquirable land, dead spaces in between built structures may continuously 
prevail leading to the urban pollution. Therefore due concern has to be paid 
for a solution for this present and futuristic pollution of both materialistic and 
attitudinal. 
As a whole for introverted spaces comer mostly treated as secured safety 
place. But with the extroversion comer most commonly has become places of 
danger. Mainly because those have been ill treated within the urban fabric. All 
comers have become garbage points and place of danger, which are existed 
iv 
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in urban infill with the haphazard development. Future tendency of existence 
of ill-treated comers with the introduction of underground rails would be a 
major issue. The blame is mostly put on the shoulders of town and country 
planners, sociologist, politicians...etc. But above all what ever the tyrannical 
mows and ploughs of urban design, it is to be mentioned that the built 
environment it self is a political system of its own rights. 
INTENTION OF THE STUDY 
The intention of this dissertation is to explore etiquette on behalf of 
architecture to make the profession exonerate from other compatible fields 
while engraving the essence of every body's land and sense of belonging 
towards urban fabric. 
In relation to the previous observation disasters, danger and pollution 
occur mostly because of prevailing nobody's land and also with the increasing 
potentiality of oblivious urban growth. To obliterate this quandary, nobody's 
land have to be every body's land. 
Corner and its phenomenon are being selected as an overwhelming 
but the most simmering special type, as the media to explore etiquette. As in 
the tangible point of view it is the most neglected special type, but with a slight 
touch could achieve a lot. 
JUSTIFICATION 
Though the architecture seems neglected, in such a huge problem it has a 
major role in urban designing and city development. To day is the high time of 
witch the implication is needed. The corner phenomenon and its implications 
are selected as apart of curative process of urban wounds with the aim of 
rectifying the destructive neglected spaces into more constructive places. 
Thereby adding human to urban fabric that touches the deeper feelings of 
soul and transplant the aesthetic sense for the nations continuity and on 
behalf of architecture. 
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Architecture is a combination of art and science it is important to 
maintain the significance of both equally. But what is truly happening is 
scientific aspect prominent while obliterating the aesthetic part, which is the 
most essential for the long lasting human habitation. To stop this urban 
disaster, surface on going process has to be stopped and have to add 
humane to the urban design. That aesthetic part could be recognized as the 
architectural implication of studying the essence of a situation: to study the 
nature of attachments in relation to the selected situation. (Comer and 
comer space) that is to study the phenomenon of that situation. 
Phenomenology is to study the description and classification according to that 
occurrence (formation of comer and comer space) this portion of the study is 
identified as the artistic part of the architecture. Then the study proceeds 
onwards to study the existence of that selected situation. An rectifiable 
curative process according to the science to engrave the positive impulse of 
the phenomenon at the same time maintaining the other issues such as 
planning and designing strategies. This can be identified as the scientific part 
of the architectural solution. 
This study proceeds with the artistic way of identifying the essence and 
a scientific way of engraving the essence towards its existence. Hence the 
architectural approach to a situation is then completed. 
Comer has been defined in Gaston Bachelard's poetics of space 
as 'the sure place, the place next to ones immobility. The comer is a sort of 
half - box, part walls, part door, and that will serve as an illustration for the 
dialectics of inside and outside. 
Categorisation is given by Bachelard in his poetics of space 
several spatial types that enhance human solitude; and controversial mind 
set which has the both ways of turn it towards positive as well as negative. 
There are shells, cellar, and corner. 
This categorisation is basically done in relation with the engaged 
intimacy with them. Some of them are fully intimate and introverted and 
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some of them are fully extroverted. So as a curing process of urban fabric 
comer phenomena is being selected because of the sense of withdrawal of 
outer space with the equal contribution of self expressiveness. So the sense 
of belonging is radiate in high intensity with the perceptual boundaries of 
phenomenological corner. 
So the characters and qualities of this phenomenon will govern the 
neglected space in to more constructive space than destructive. 
SCOPE AND LIMITATION 
In this dissertation introductory description is given about corner 
space, and each and every type of existential corners, theoretical basis of 
forming a comer space with it's controversial existence but the studies have 
been extended over exterior corner spaces which exist at urban built fabric 
within Colombo city. 
This study is limited only to the potential expansion of comer space 
towards alleyways and pockets , though the descriptive study about alleyways 
and pockets have already been completed in several years and the scope of 
study would widen with limited time duration. 
METHOD OF STUDY 
The study projects towards the neglected urban spaces mainly the 
comer and its implications. (Edges as an extension of comers, pockets as 
expansion of comers, e t c . . ) 
To identify the causality of urban neglected spaces in relation to human 
mind set patterns with its resonating deepest feelings of soul, and transplant 
> aesthetic sense to urban. Fabric, analytical study of corner phenomenology is 
considered, which is quoted from the spatial classification from poetics of 
space by Gaston Bachelard. 
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Intimacy of space as a code of engraving the phenomenological part in 
to physical fabric to reverberate it in resonance with the scientific and the 
aesthetic aspect in Architecture to add human to the neglected urban 
cityscape. 
Finally a role of a positively treated corner to an urban built fabric is 
mentioned and illustrated in regard to local and foreign examples. 
(Photographic explanations) 
• Key phases of the study 
• Controversial use of corner space 
• Potential expansion of corner spaces as an alleyway 
• Potential expansion and composition of corner space as pocket 
Case study one - Negatively treated comers in terms of articulation and 
formation within Colombo inner city 
Case study two- Positively treated comer and comer space in terms of 
articulation and formation with the photographic illustration of local and foreign 
examples. 
